
How to use this toolkit

This is a toolkit not brand guidelines. The purpose of this document is to show how the brand has evolved. It aligns the 

LeasePlan visual identity back to the core brand characteristics. It’s made to guide, inspire and give direction on how to 

make the best use of our visual identity.

LeasePlan
brand evolution toolkit







1. Colour and balance 2. Typography

4. Journey line

3. Pill shape

5. Rounded square

The primary brand colours used within this 

toolkit are white and mid orange, supported 

by electric blue with small accents of the fresh 

green, aqua blue and light grey.

The colour balance example is to be used to 

keep new designs on-brand colour wise. 

Key take-outs:

- Use white confidently

- Always add a touch of orange

- Electric blue is more prominent then before

The journey line can be used in many different 

ways. Solid in backgrounds, carrying 

messages or as a window to place 

photography in. On photography we’re only 

making use of ‘solid’ journey lines.

Within this toolkit we’ve made sure to always 

keep it recognizable by including a rounded 

part of the shape and to always use the pre-

made journey lines.

A new addition to the visual identity is the 

‘rounded square’. Containing sharp and 

rounded corners. The rounded square allows 

us to tackle difficult situations such as placing 

text on photography.

The main aspects to keep in mind when 

looking at typography is the weight of the font 

in relation to the font size.

The bigger the headers, the lighter the font.

The smaller the headers, the bolder the font.

For large headers we’re using ‘Regular’

For small headers we’re using ‘Bold’

For body copy we’re using ‘Regular’

The pill shape is the rounded ‘friendly’ carrier 

of call-outs and pricing. For the sake of 

consistancy, the ratio of the pill’s dimensions 

should always be the same (i.e. 225 px x 160px 

onwards “1 : 1.4”).

The pill shape can be accompanied by a 

maximum of 2 streamlines as supporting call 

outs.

Rationale

6. Photography

The type of photography used in this toolkit 

focusses on catching realistic moments. In the 

photos the focus is on the positive emotions 

LeasePlan’s products and services bring. While 

most photos have cars or vans in them, people 

are the stars of the photography.



1. Colour balance

White

Mid orange

Electric blue

Light grey

Fresh green

Aqua blue

LeasePlan
Light

LeasePlan 
Regular

LeasePlan
Bold

LeasePlan
Regular

2. Typography

The smaller the header, the bolder

The bigger 
the header, 
the lighter

Big

The designs within this toolkit all have ‘regular’ 

for body copy. All body copy is displayed in the 

colour ‘electric blue’. 



3. Pill shape 4. Check lists



5. Journey line 6. Rounded square



7. Photography

*Images are for inspiration only and not for use in LeasePlan materials
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